The Beatles split up in 1970, after eight very successful years together. But their popularity and influence did not decline. In 1978, a television film called *All You Need is Cash* was released. This “mocumentary” (written and directed by Eric Idle, of Monty Python fame) traces the career of a fictitious group called the Rutles. The music and events closely parody the career of the Beatles.

These are the links to see all the film:

**Part 1** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fu3T_2GzXSo](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fu3T_2GzXSo)
**Part 2** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rLdwglbMqo&feature=relmfu](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rLdwglbMqo&feature=relmfu)
**Part 3** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFg3TzXS750&feature=relmfu](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFg3TzXS750&feature=relmfu)
**Part 4** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U5_MzkH61Cg&feature=relmfu](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U5_MzkH61Cg&feature=relmfu)
**Part 5** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OciPC27WBPM&feature=relmfu](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OciPC27WBPM&feature=relmfu)
**Part 6** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QECizI13ZOM&feature=relmfu](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QECizI13ZOM&feature=relmfu)
**Part 7** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6PgzRizr6o&feature=relmfu](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6PgzRizr6o&feature=relmfu)
**Part 8** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7T5wUGoYeY&feature=relmfu](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7T5wUGoYeY&feature=relmfu)